OCLC #3046303  (URSUS b26742846)  **Phonodisc**  (added 8/15/18)

100 1 Bernstein, Leonard,|d1918-1990,|econductor,|eperformer
245 10 Leonard Bernstein Discusses Humor in Music :|bTill Eulenspiegel's merry pranks : op. 28 /|cStrauss
246 30 Humor in music
300 1 audio disc (45 minutes) :|banalog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ;|c12 in
336  performed music|bprm|2rdaccontent
337  audio|bs|2rdamedia
338  audio disc|bsd|2rdacarrier  [Note: same as CD]
490 0 Columbia masterworks
500  Phonodisc
500  Program notes by the conductor on container
500  Followed by a performance of Richard Strauss's Till Eulenspiegel's merry pranks, op. 28 (New York Philharmonic, the author conducting)
511 0 New York Philharmonic ; Leonard Bernstein, conductor (in the Strauss)
650 0 Orchestral music
650 0 Humorous music
650 0 Symphonic poems
650 7 Humorous music.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01716071
650 7 Orchestral music.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01047289
650 7 Symphonic poems.|2fast|0(OCoLC)fst01140849

OCLC# 907958816  **RDA Print on Demand**  (multiple 264 fields)

100 1 MsMOMA, ‡e author.
245 1 0 Settling in Maine, At Last / ‡c by MsMOMA.
246 1 4 Maine, At Last : ‡b Settling In
264 1 [Place of Publication not indicated : ℅ CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, ℅ 2013]
264 3 Lexington, KY : ℅ [Manufacturer not identified], ℅ 2015.
264 4 ℅ ©2013
300 388 pages ; ℅ 23 cm
336 text ℅ 2 rdacontent
337 unmediated ℅ 2 rdamedia
338 volume ℅ 2 rdacarrier
546 Text in English.
600 1 o MsMOMA.
651 0 Cherryfield (Me.) Ω x Social life and customs.

OCLC# 904697715 RDA reprint with 773 field

100 1 Sanford, Alpheus, ℥ d 1922- ℥ e author
245 1 0 Non-directive Moments in a Directive World / ℅ Alpheus Sanford.
264 1 [Place of publication not indicated : ℅ Publisher not indicated, ℅ 1969].
300 3 leaves ; ℅ 23 cm
336 text ℅ 2 txt ℅ 2 rdacontent
337 unmediated ℅ 2 n ℅ 2 rdamedia
338 volume ℅ 2 nc ℅ 2 rdacarrier
533 Reprint.
546 Text in English.
650 0 Educational counseling Ω v Case studies.

OCLC#862151085 Compact Disc (audio with USB drive)

1001 Cage, John, ℥ e composer, ℥ e narrator.
24514 The ten thousand things / ℅ John Cage.
264 1 Pasadena, CA : ℅ MicroFest Records, ℅ [2013]
264 4 ℅ ©2013
300 1 audio disc ; ℅ 4 3/4 in. + ℥ e 1 USB drive
336 performed music ℅ 2 prm ℅ 2 rdacomment
OCLC#47956455 Compact Disc (audio)

1001 Adamo, Mark, |e composer.
24010 Little Women
264 1Helsinki : |b Ondine, |c p2001
264 4|c ©2000
300 2 audio discs (112 min.) : |b digital ; |c 4 3/4 in.
336 performed music |b prm |2 rdacontent
336 spoken word |b spw |2 rdacontent
337 audio |b s |2 rdamedia
338 audio disc |b sd |2 rdacarrier

OCLC#87142355       Print Journal

110 1 United States Army. |b Special Operations Command, |e publisher
245 10 Veritas : |b Journal of Army Special Operations History / |c published by U.S. Army Special Operations Command
264 4 |c ©2005-
300 v. : |b ill. ; |c 28 cm
336 text |b txt |2 rdacontent
337 unmediated |b bn |2 rdamedia
338 volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier

OCLC#814057625       Online Database (updated daily)

245 00 Refdoc
246 01 Refdoc.fr
264 1 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy, France : |b INIST-CNRS, |c ©2011-
264 |c ©2011-
300 1 online resource
336 text |b txt |2 rdacontent
337 computer |b bc |2 rdamedia
338 online resource |b bc r |2 rdacarrier

OCLC# 772492832       Book with a CDROM

300 xxiv, 607 pages : |b illustrations ; |c 24 cm + |e 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
336 text |b txt |2 rdacontent
336 two-dimensional moving image |b tdi |2 rdacontent
336 spoken word |b spw |2 rdacontent
336 still image |b sti |2 rdacontent
Continuing Resource Online (Encyclopedia)

OCLC# 858044845

264 1 New York, NY :|bOxford University Press,|c2013-
264 4 |c© 2013-
300 1 online resource
336  text|btxt|2rdacontent
337  computer|bc|2rdamedia
338  online resource|bcr|2rdacarrier
362  Began in 2013
310  Continuously updated

Music Score

OCLC# 54541121

336  notated music |b ntm |2 rdacontent
337  unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia
338  volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier

Book with a DVDROM and Maps

OCLC# 827738831

300  xxi, 504 pages :|billustrations (chiefly color), maps (chiefly color) ;|c29 cm. +|e1 DVD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
336  text|2rdacontent
336  still image|2rdacontent
336  cartographic image|2rdacontent
337  unmediated|2rdamedia
337  computer|2rdamedia
338  volume|2rdacarrier
338  computer disc|2rdacarrier

CDRom (with accompanying guide)
264 4 |c©1999
300 2 computer optical discs :|bsound, colour ;|c4 3/4 in. +|e1 user's guide
336 two-dimensional moving image|btdi|2rdacontent
336 text|btxt|2rdacontent
337 computer|bc|2rdamedia
337 unmediated|bn|2rdamedia
338 computer disc|bcd|2rdacarrier
338 volume|bnc|2rdacarrier
500 CDROM

OCLC#870334017  Children’s Book

336 text|btxt|2rdacontent
336 still image|bsti|2rdacontent
Note: invoking local policy to add second 336 field for ‘still image’ in the case of picture books.  [Question: graphic novels as well?]

OCLC#867867028  Canadian Government Document (online)

OCLC#861287695  AES Government Document

Note spelled out corporate name subdivisions

OCLC# 862462441  DVD

336 two-dimensional moving image|btdi|2rdacontent
337 video|bv|2rdamedia
338 videodisc|bvd|2rdacarrier

DVD

OCLC# 539371056

300 1 videodisc (65 minute) :|b sound, colour ;|c 4 3/4 in
336 two-dimensional moving image |b tdi |2 rdacontent
337 video |b v |2 rdamedia
338 videodisc |b vd |2 rdacarrier
340 |b 4 3/4 in.
344 digital |b optical |2 rda
347  video file |b DVD video |e region 1 |2 rda

Also repeated |e for relationship designator in 700 field.

OCLC#890199169  DVD
336  two-dimensional moving image |b tdi |2 rda|content
337  video |b v |2 rdamedia
338  videodisc |b vd |2 rdacarrier
344  digital |b optical |g stereo |h Dolby Digital 2.0 |2 rda
345  Widescreen |3 enhanced for 16x9 television |2 rda
346  |b NTSC |2 rda
347  video file |b DVD video |c dual-layered |e region 1 |2 rda

OCLC# 851897254  Art book (two 336 fields)
336  text |b txt |2 rda|content
[2/12/14: Following RDA Rule 3.4.4.2 Recording Extent of Still Images – list does not include illustrations so a second 336 would not apply. Cs/sqf]

OCLC# 798221645  Book with multiple authors
Art in Oceania : a new history / Peter Brunt [and six others] ; edited by Peter Brunt and Nicholas Thomas, assisted by Stella Ramage

OCLC# 771056547  Book with plates (no page numbers)
xxxiv, 626 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates : |b illustrations (some color) ; |c 24 cm.

OCLC #856249407
300  372 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates : |b illustrations (chiefly colored) ; |c 24 cm
See RDA Toolkit, 7.17.1.3 Recording Colour Content

OCLC #794137021 Book with illustrations (most of which are in color, (chiefly color )
Art and authenticity / ÷c edited by Megan Aldrich and Jos Hackforht-Jones ; with essays by Megan Aldrich [and eleven others].

208 pages : ÷b illustrations (chiefly color) ; ÷c 27 cm.

See RDA Toolkit, 3.4.5.8 Complicated or Irregular Paging, Etc

OCLC# 818293307 Book with Irregular Paging

xxxiii, 707 pages, A136 pages, 88 pages of unnumbered plates : ÷b illustrations, maps ; ÷c 24 cm.

6/3/2013 rda print record
OCLC# 840887113 Book with two different dates, and in Fixed field

264 4 ÷c ©2012

6/4/2013 rda ebook
OCLC# 830124707 Electronic resource Title and Edition

24510Applied logistic regression.

250 Third edition / ÷b David W. Hosmer, Jr., PhD, Stanley Lemeshow, PhD, Rodney X. Sturdivant, PhD.
Below is the image of one page of a document, as well as some raw textual content that was previously extracted for it. Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally. Do not hallucinate.

**OCLC # 843533168**  
Electronic resource (300 description)  
1 online resource (xl, 312 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates) : illustrations

**OCLC# 841039722**  
Electronic resource 300 description RDA record.  
1 online resource (xxxvi, 314 pages, [34] pages of plates) illustrations

**OCLC# 827120262**  
Electronic resource Title Statement with no GMD medium designator h [electronic resource]  
Trace metals in aquatic systems / c Robert P. Mason.

**OCLC# 859339655**  
Pamphlet with enhanced 505 field  
505 00 t Multiple use concept in resource development / r John T. Maines -- t Cross rock project proposal / r John N. Harris -- t Rankin Rapids project proposal / r Edward P. Cyr.

**OCLC# 859339955**  
Missing publication information  
264 _1 [Place of publication not identified : b publisher not identified, c 2000?]

**OCLC# 859533670**  
Book with Spoken Recording, multiple 33Xs

---

Below is a guideline for **GMDs**

**General Material Designators (GMDs)**
As recommended in the PCC Guidelines on Hybrid Bibliographic Records, OCLC will retain the 245 h GMD for a period of 3 years in WorldCat records where it currently exists. Catalogers editing **existing non-RDA records are asked to leave formerly valid GMDs present in records through 31 March 2016.** However, do remove the GMD when re-cataloging (and re-coding) a record as RDA.

Do not follow cm with a period in the 300 field unless there is a 490/830

---

**RDA website example #1**

OCLC# 91140627

Branch= cybsw

Mat type= c

300 1 online resource

336 text|btxt|2rdaconent
337 computer|bc|2rdamedia
338 online resource|bcr|2rdacarrier
538 Mode of access: World Wide Web
85640 |u [http://www.merckmanuals.com/Home](http://www.merckmanuals.com/Home) |z Access resource online

Item info:
RDA website example #2

OCLC# 901018324

Branch= cybsw

Mat type= c

300 1 online resource

336 text|2rdacontent
336 computer dataset|2rdacontent
337 computer|2rdamedia
338 online resource|2rdacarrier
3621 Began in 2012?
538 Mode of access: World Wide Web
85640 |u https://cn.dataone.org/onemercury/ |z Access resource online

Item info:

Book with USB drive

OCLC# 956653096

300 field: 164, 24, 8, 22 pages :|b illustrations (some color) ;|c 31 cm +|e 1 USB drive
336 field: text |b txt |2 rdacontent
337 field: unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia
337 field: |3USB drive |a computer |b c |2 rdamedia

338 field: volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier

338 field: |3USB drive |a computer chip cartridge |b cb |2 rdacarrier

Item info:

USB I-type= 2

Call# Pre-stamp= USB Drive

______________________________________________________________

Revised: 8/15/18